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SER welcomes AmeXio as new global partner
•
•

As a Gold Partner, AmeXio strengthens SER’s growing partner network
AmeXio is a leading ECM/CCM integrator

(September 12, 2022 – Bonn, Germany) SER, the leading vendor of intelligent content
automation solutions, announces today the signing of a new partnership with AmeXio,
Europe's top ECM/CCM integrator. AmeXio will deliver SER’s Doxis solutions across
the globe in countries where they operate.
As a Gold partner, AmeXio will handle sales, implementation and support of joint customers
for SER’s Doxis platform. AmeXio will also develop in-house Doxis-based vertical and
horizontal solutions. This strategic partnership will enable SER to broaden the reach of its
market-leading Intelligent Content Automation solutions, while maintaining the quality of
delivery through a world-class partner in the form of AmeXio.
AmeXio is a key player in the ECM/CCM solution integration market in Europe. It specializes
in document management solutions covering digitalization, archiving and business processes.
The AmeXio team has deep technological skills to develop and integrate SER’s solutions for
customers.
Nabil Ben Abdallah, VP Sales EMEA at SER, says: "With AmeXio's strong know-how and
SER's cutting-edge technology, we believe we have the perfect combination to deliver the
greatest value to our joint customers.”
Xavier Morcillo, Founder and President of AmeXio, adds: "This partnership is a significant step.
With our ECM expertise and SER’s market-leading AI-powered platform, we will ensure a
faster go-to-market for our joint customers in their digital transformation process. We are very
pleased to be representing SER and look forward to our joint activities in the region."

About AmeXio
AmeXio is the leading ECM/CCM integrator in Europe with a turnover of more than 40 million
euros in 2022. The company is present in 5 countries (France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Portugal
and Switzerland) and employs 350 people. Since 2006, AmeXio has built a solid reputation in
digital transformation to identify and solve its customers' problems with ECM and CCM
solutions.
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SER is a leader and pioneer of the enterprise content management
(ECM) and content services market. SER’s AI-powered Doxis Intelligent Content Automation
platform and its solution suites for business-critical processes automate content
understanding across enterprise ecosystems. Acclaimed by market analysts, SER’s cuttingedge solutions make daily work easier for more than five million users. With over 35 years of
experience, SER’s dedicated team works from 22 locations around the globe.
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